Course Rules
Sidewalks are in bounds unless noted. 2-meter relief from barb wire. Out of bounds: On or across all roads or paved paths; Fences - basket side of fence line is OB line; In or over canal; Surrounded by water in ponds or creeks; On or under all bridges; Past all flag lines.

Hole Specific Course Out of Bound Rules
1. On or across sidewalk is OB, Fence on left is OB
5. If tee shot comes to rest over fence, your next shot is restricted to the drop zone. Normal OB rules after tee shot. Surrounded by water in the creek is OB
10. Tee shot must come to rest on basket side of the canal. If not, your next shot is restricted to the drop zone. Normal OB rules for all subsequent shots
13. The playground is OB, defined by landscape retaining edge.
14. The skate park, ball field, and flagged pond are OB. Standing water is casual
16. Flagged pond area is OB
17. Water in trees mid fairway is casual
18. Tee shot must come to rest on island. If not, next shot is restricted to the drop zone. Normal OB rules for all subsequent shots